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ABSTRACT
We analysed the basic mechanisms of signal transmission in DNA and the origins of the allostery exhibited by systems such as the ternary complex BAMHI–
DNA–GRDBD. We found that perturbation information generated by a primary protein binding event
travels as a wave to distant regions of DNA following a hopping mechanism. However, such a structural perturbation is transient and does not lead to
permanent changes in the DNA geometry and interaction properties at the secondary binding site. The
BAMHI–DNA–GRDBD allosteric mechanism does not
occur through any traditional models: direct (proteinprotein), indirect (reorganization of the secondary
site) readout or solvent-release. On the contrary, it
is generated by a subtle and less common entropymediated mechanism, which might have an important role to explain other DNA-mediated cooperative
effects.
INTRODUCTION
Macromolecules are capable to transport information signals emerging from, for example ligand binding, to distant
regions activating a variety of secondary effects. One of
them is allostery, which implies changes in the binding of
a second ligand due to prior interaction of the allosteric
effector (1–5). Allostery has been deeply studied for proteins, where it has been characterized as one of the main
mechanisms of control of their activities (5–7). Much less
studied, but equally important, DNA-mediated allostery
has been attributed a crucial role in the control of DNA–
protein interactions (8–17). Most cases of cooperativity in
DNA can be explained by a ‘direct read-out’ mechanism.
Accordingly, a primary protein recognizes a DNA sequence
by means of specific interactions with one of its domains,
whilst other(s) domain(s) make(s) specific interactions with
a secondary protein, positioning it near the second DNA
sequence to be recognized (9–11). In addition to the ‘direct
readout’ model, two other allosteric mechanisms have been
* To

suggested: the ‘indirect read-out’, where the primary protein distorts the structure of DNA improving the binding
characteristics of the secondary site (12,13), and the ‘solvent
release mechanism’ that assumes that primary binding induces changes in water or ion distribution reducing the desolvation cost required for the secondary binding (14). Recent experiments (15,18,19), and theoretical models (17,20)
have shown cases of cooperativity in DNA–protein binding that apparently do not fit within any of the traditional
paradigms, as binding sites are distant and binding-induced
structural changes in DNA are absent or very mild. Although in proteins a model of ‘allostery without conformational change’ (21) has been described, very few studies have
focused on similar processes in DNA. In fact, cooperative
binding of BAMHI type II Endonuclease (22) and the glucocorticoid receptor DNA-binding domain (GRDBD) (23)
to the DNA is (to our knowledge) the first described example of ‘allostery without conformational changes’ involving
DNA (15,24). The difficulties in understanding the origins
of the BAMHI–DNA–GRDBD allostery highlight our limited knowledge on the mechanisms in which information is
transferred along DNA (18,25–27).
In this contribution, we propose a model of DNA allostery based on communication from site-to-site by entropy transfer using correlated motions to transmit information through the system. Moreover, we show that the
source of allostery is the directionality of time-delayed correlations between the internal degrees of freedom of DNA,
which accounts for causality and explains the thermodynamics of complex formation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Simulated systems
We explore allosteric effects in duplex DNA containing
the canonical BAMHI binding site (d(GGATCC)) and the
canonical GRDBD binding site (d(AGAACATGATGT
TCT) separated by linkers of increasing length (4,7,11,15).
In all cases four systems were simulated: the naked DNA,
the BAMHI–DNA complex, the GRDBD–DNA complex
and the BAMHI–DNA–GRDBD trimer (see Supplementary Figure S1). The 4 × 4 systems were created using
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Nucleic Acid Builder and standard B-DNA geometrical
parameters (28,29), except for the binding region where
the geometries were transferred from the respective crystal structures (PDB codes: 2BAM and 1R4R). Note that
the GRDBD binding site used (the one coming from the
X-ray structure), correspond to what authors from ref. (15)
labelled as the ‘reverse’ GRDBD sequence.
System preparation
The systems were immersed in octahedral boxes of water, which were defined to guarantee no DNA atom was
placed at less than 10 Å from any face of the periodic
cell. Hydrated systems were then neutralized by adding
Na+ ions and extra 100 mM NaCl and subjected to
a standard minimization/thermalization/pre-equilibration
(30,31) procedure followed by a 50 ns equilibration prior
to production runs. All the topologies and coordinate files
were build with the leap program of AmberTools 15 (32)
and/or with the utilities provided by GROMACS (33), and
run with GROMACS machinery.
Production runs
Molecular dynamics (MD) trajectories were collected in the
isothermal (T = 298 K), isobaric (P = 1 atm) ensemble,
using a Langevin thermostat (34) and Andersen-Parrinello
barostat (35,36). The parmbsc1 force-field was used for
DNA (37), coupled with ff99SB-ILDN for proteins (38),
Dang’s parameters for ions (39) and TIP3P waters (40). Periodic boundary conditions and Particle Mesh Ewald (real
space cutoff 12 Å and grid spacing 1.2 Å) were used to
account for remote electrostatic interactions (41). Van der
Waals contacts were truncated at the real space cutoff. All
bonds containing hydrogen were constrained using LINCS
(42), which allowed us to use an integration step of 2 fs. Trajectories were extended for 1 s each, and system sizes range
from 91 164 to 263 834 atoms. Additional trajectories where
BAMHI was instantaneously bound in a 1 s equilibrated
naked DNA (linker size = 7) were collected to test the mechanism in which perturbation is transferred along DNA. As
the direct contacts between the two proteins are possible for
the 4-nt linker, most of the discussion is limited to the 7-,
11- and 15-nt linkers. All collected trajectories are available
through our BigNasim database (43).
Analysis of the trajectories
Conformational analysis was performed with the use of
Curves+ and Canal programs (44) to obtain the DNA internal coordinates at each time frame such as helical parameters and backbone dihedrals. Standard analysis on those helical parameters were performed using tools implemented in
our NaFleX server (45), and further analysis was done with
a combination of in-house tools.
Analysis of the structural response
Correlations between geometrical variables were evaluated
taking into account the nature of the coordinates involved,
either linear or circular (backbone torsions). Correlation

between two directional variables was assessed with the use
of Jammalamadaka formula (46). To compute time-delayed
correlations we used the cross-correlation (47) between the
time series of major groove widths at two positions on the
DNA with a maximum lag of 5 ns (see the Supplementary
Data for a more comprehensive description of these techniques). Correlations network analysis of backbone torsions was performed by computing all circular-circular correlation (edges) between backbone angles (nodes), and using them to build an interaction network represented as
a descriptive network graph using the R package igraph
(48). Classical molecular interaction potentials were computed (using our CMIP code (49)) to determine the changes
in recognition properties from an enthalpic point of view
(only considering Coulomb and VdW interactions), induced by BAMHI binding, on the region of DNA that binds
GRDBD. The ionic strength and the reaction-field dielectric constant were set to 0.15 and 78.4 M, respectively, whilst
the dielectric constant for DNA was set to 8 (50). A protonated methylamine was used as probe particle. Cation
analysis was performed by determining the cation distribution in curvilinear cylindrical coordinates. The distribution
of sodium cations around the DNA was determined from
the last 200 ns of each MD trajectory, and analysed using
Canion (51). The limits of the grooves were defined as reported elsewhere (52,53). In order to analyse the effect of
protein interaction with DNA whilst reducing the thermal
noise, we defined as protein ‘sensing contacts’ all pairs of
amino-acid/nucleotide that when coming in close proximity
to each other (distances between centres of mass below 7 Å
and at least one atom pair distance below 3 Å) produce the
most significant perturbations in the DNA. Selecting structures from the trajectories using these criteria yielded metatrajectories consisting of at least 10 000 disperse frames that
were analysed together.
Analysis of thermodynamical properties
Entropy calculations were performed using both the Schlitter and Andricioaei/Karplus methods (54,55) employing
two separate alignment methods. Absolute entropies of
the DNA heavy atoms in the secondary binding region
(GRDBD recognition site) were calculated for naked DNA,
and all complexes at increasing time windows (50 ns to 1
s). From these time-dependent values, we used the Harris’ extrapolation scheme (56) to obtain converged absolute entropies at infinite simulation time, and used them to
calculate the entropy changes upon protein binding. The
dihedral entropy for DNA backbone torsions was computed as a function of the Kullback–Leibler divergence (57)
of real dihedral state populations from the assumed independent populations, as described by Cukier (58). The
set of dihedrals was chosen at the interface between linker
and secondary binding regions, and it includes torsions
on both Watson–Crick strands (␣, ␤, ε, ␥ and  ). Using major groove widths fluctuations along the DNA we
calculate the transfer entropy (TE) between 2 bp following the method proposed by Schreiber (59), computing
the TE as a summation of Shannon entropy terms (57),
which stems from the calculation of conditional entropies
between time series separated in time by  (chosen here to
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Figure 1. Average (0.2–1 s) rotational inter base-pair parameters (in degrees) and groove widths (Major: majg and Minor: ming in Å) for the DNA
duplexes with linkers of different lengths. Values for free DNA (cyan) versus those for BAMHI-bound DNA (red), where the binding region of BAMHI is
highlighted in yellow and the recognition site for the GRDBD in magenta.

be 2 ns). A rough estimate of the difference in free energy
of binding GRDBD to the free and protein bound DNA
was obtained by following an adaptation of the confineconvert-release (CCR) method described by Roy et al. (60),
based itself on previously described confinement methods
(61,62). We calculate the energy of confining each structure (naked DNA, BAMHI–DNA, GRDBD–DNA and
BAMHI–DNA–GRDBD complexes) to its energy mini-

mum by thermodynamic integration with increasing restraints. The negative of this energy is the release term. In
the convert step that completes the thermodynamic cycle,
we calculate the energy difference of the DNA atoms between the two highly restrained complexes. Finally, the total binding free energy is calculated from the sum of these
individual contributions.
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Figure 2. Left: upper diagonal matrix of major groove width correlation coefficients along the sequence for the unbound and BAMHI-bound DNA. The
regions where the two proteins bind to the DNA are highlighted in yellow and magenta. Correlations have been calculated for the fully equilibrated last
200 ns of each trajectory. Right: cumulative R-coefficients between the nucleotides involved in BAMHI binding and the ones belonging to the GRDBD
recognition site for different time windows of the simulation (P-value < 0.01 between replicas, see main text).

More details on all analyses and methods used are given
in the Supplementary Data.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The structural response
We explore here BAMHI–DNA–GRDB allostery (15) using a variety of theoretical approaches. We first investigated
the possibility that direct protein–protein interactions can
justify the observed cooperative binding of BAMHI and
GRDBD to DNA (the list of simulated systems is shown
in Supplementary Figure S1). To this end, we computed
the protein–protein interaction energy during the last 100
ns of the 1 s MD trajectories of DNA bound to BAMHI
and GRDBD (104 snapshots for each case). Whilst for a
short (4 bp) linker protein-protein interaction is sizeable
(−17.7 ± 2.0 kcal/mol), for longer linkers it is negligible (<0.5 kcal/mol in all cases), precluding a ‘direct readout’ mechanism. Furthermore, analysis of helical parameters and groove dimensions (Figure 1 and Supplementary
Figure S2) demonstrates that (when well equilibrated trajectories are used) the interaction of DNA with BAMHI

does not significantly alter the helical geometry at the secondary (GRDBD) binding site, arguing against an ‘indirect
readout’ model. Additionally, analysis of the MD trajectories clearly shows that BAMHI-induced changes in water and ion environment are restricted to the BAMHI region (see Supplementary Figure S3A), also arguing against
the prevalence of an ion- or water-release mechanism. The
ability of the DNA at the secondary binding region to recognize charged amino acids in the presence or absence of
the effector protein (BAMHI) was assessed with our classical molecular interaction potential (CMIP (49)). We used a
protonated methylamine probe to simulate the presence of
a charged amino acid sidechain(see Supplementary Figure
S3B) and found essentially no difference in the electrostatic
or van der Waals terms between the bound and free DNA
for any of the linker region sizes (see Supplementary Table
S1). The cooperative effect detected experimentally should
then be explained by a less common alternative mechanism,
which implies a subtle flow of information between primary
and secondary binding sites.
To investigate the mechanism of the information transfer
along DNA we explored the correlation between the movements in primary and secondary binding sites for naked
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Figure 3. Time-delayed cross correlation of major groove widths between bp 5 belonging to the BAMHI binding regions and all subsequent bases in all
linker size system. Top: bound complexes; Bottom: Corresponding naked DNAs. The abscissa denotes the distance in base pairs from the perturbation
source (bp 5). ‘Forward’ correlations (5 to 3 on Watson strand, corresponding to cross-correlations from bp 5 to all other bases) are depicted in orange,
whilst ‘reverse’ correlations (3 to 5 direction, referring to cross-correlations from each bp to bp 5) appear in blue. The curves are calculated as described
in the Supplementary Data for the DNA+BAMHI complexes of each linker size.

and BAMHI bound DNAs. Early studies on this system
suggested the existence of strong correlations in the movements at BAMHI and GRDBD binding sites (15,16), whilst
more refined calculations showed that such correlations
may emerge from equilibration artefacts (17). Indeed (as
seen in Supplementary Figure S4), short simulations lead
to an overestimation of the correlation between the two
binding sites.But when long equilibration windows are considered, correlations between the two binding sites are still
clearly larger for the DNA–BAMHI complex than for the
naked DNA (Supplementary Figure S4 and Figure 2), suggesting that the GRDBD binding site feels in a dynamic way
the presence of the BAMHI, even for the longest linker. Depending on the selected time window and the linker size,
the differences in correlation strength between naked and
bound DNA can vary,but they are always larger in the presence of the protein, most visibly so in the case of the 15 bp
linker system, which also shows the higher cooperativity experimentally.
To establish if the structural correlations observed imply causation, we computed a time-delayed correlation between DNA residues (63), which account for the time lag
that might appear as the signal travels from one binding
site to the other (see Supplementary Data). The expected
time lag at each position was calculated based on the linear progression of correlation maxima at the first 3 bp away

from the source (bp 5), which show the least amount of
noise. The assumption made here is that the signal travels
at a constant speed through the sequence. Figure 3 shows
correlation coefficients of the major groove widths between
bp 5 and all subsequent base pairs with their corresponding time delay, either in the forward (5 →3 on the Watson
strand––from bp 5 to each other bp) or reverse direction
(3 →5 ––from all further base pairs to bp 5). The top half of
Figure 3 depicts a comparison of such time-delayed major
groove width correlations between BAMHI bound DNA of
the different liker sizes.In the systems with cooperativityfavourable linker sizes (7 and 15 bp), the delayed correlation in the 5 →3 direction (forward, orange line) is out of
phase from the correlation in the 3 →5 direction (reverse,
blue line), so that at key positions, the correlation is significantly stronger in the forward direction. This is due to the
fact that the forward correlation at such positions decays
significantly slower than in the reverse case. These results
indicate that the effect of the major groove fluctuations at
BAMHI site (when this protein is bound), on later fluctuations at the secondary binding site, persist for longer times
in the case of 7 and 15 bp linkers. In contrast, the 11 bp
linker system has practically symmetric responses at these
key positions. This suggest that the major groove width fluctuations in the BAMHI binding region drive the motions
in the GRDBD binding region using the specific 5 -3 direc-
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Figure 4. Correlations network analysis showing through space propagation of correlated motions in the DNA backbone (both the Watson (W) and Crick
(C) strand torsions) with 0.5>|R|>0.4 for naked and BAMHI-bound DNA (case of 7 bp linker) from the centre of the BAMHI binding site along the
sequence. Vertex size is proportional to their degree (the number of connections) and, for each level, the vertex with the highest degree is coloured in orange.
Correlations between levels more than 4 bp apart are depicted as cyan arrows. From each level, the strongest correlation with a starting point on that level
is shown as an orange arrow, unless it is already coloured in blue. Protein binding sites are highlighted in yellow and magenta.

tion for linkers 7 and 15, whereas the nature of the structural
correlation between binding sites for the 11 bp linker system
is small and non-directional. The bottom half of the figure
shows the corresponding plots for the naked DNA of different linker sizes. In the absence of the perturbation induced
by the binding of the effector protein, the phase shift does
not appear. To further confirm that this behaviour is due
to the introduction of a perturbation at the effector binding site, we ran a separate simulation where we introduced
a gradual harmonic tear opening the major groove width at
bp 5 (bound region) and looked on the effect of this perturbation to the forward and reverse delayed correlations
(see Supplementary Figure S5). This result shows that a
perturbation introduced in the binding region of BAMHI
will indeed affect the symmetry of the cross-correlation.
There is, additionally, significant difference (P-value < 0.01
for the cumulative r-square in the GRDBD binding site of
favourable linker systems, obtained through pair-wise t-test)
between correlation coefficients at the secondary binding region between free and bound DNA when taking the time

delay into consideration. This suggests that correlations in
the naked DNA might be intrinsic and determined by simply the shape of the double helix that synchronizes motions
instantaneously, whereas in the protein-bound duplex the
response to perturbation takes a certain amount of time to
travel through the sequence.
The changes in the connection pattern between recognition sites in DNA due to BAMHI binding became even
more evident when network analysis tools (see Supplementary Data) are used to find connectivity maps between
the different backbone torsions (Figure 4; see results for
a broader correlation range in Supplementary Figure S6).
Clearly, the presence of BAMHI enriches the connectivity
between the different torsional degrees of freedom. Interestingly, whilst such connections are mostly local and sequential for the naked DNA, BAMHI binding triggers crosstalk
between the backbones of the two strands, through the
space, and from the linker region to the secondary binding site, as expected from a ‘hopping’ information transfer mechanism (Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure S6), i.e.
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Figure 5. Left: differences in major groove width between naked and BAMHI-bound DNAs (7 bp linker) for those frames (around 10 000) where there are
strong DNA–protein contacts (bars in blue). In each plot there is also an additional control obtained by choosing random snapshots of the same trajectories
(i.e. ensembles not enriched in strong-contacts; bars in red). The protein binding sites are highlighted in yellow and magenta. Right: correlation coefficients
between the groove width after 50, 100 and 200 ns of simulation time after the instantaneous insertion of BAMHI in its binding site in equilibrated DNAs
for the 7-bp liker DNA. Average results over five replicas illustrate a large initial perturbation at the BAMHI binding site that over time is propagated and
gains amplitude at the second binding site.

where the information flows by giving hops between the dihedrals backbone of non-sequential residues.
As noted above, the crosstalk between the two binding
sites detected upon BAMHI binding does not lead in average to dramatic geometrical changes at distant regions (Figure 1 and Supplementary Figure S3), but generates pulses
of distortion that can travel quite long distances generating
non-negligible temporary geometrical distortions in the duplex. Although differences in major groove width between
naked and BAMHI-bound DNAs are in average rather
small out of the BAMHI binding site (Figure 5), they increase dramatically for those selected structures where we
detected the strongest DNA–protein contacts (around 104
frames, see ‘Materials and Methods’ section). This suggests
that ‘protein-sensing’ leads to a sizeable distortion pulse
at quite long distances thanks to a ‘hopping’ mechanism
with 12 and full turn periodicities (Figure 5, left). During
a protein-sensing event the signal can be transferred to
remote regions of the DNA, but once the contact is released, the structure relaxes and the signal starts to dissi-

pate, as shown by the evolution in time of major groove
width correlations along the sequence during and after protein clenching (Supplementary Figure S7). Very interestingly, the distortion pattern introduced by ‘protein sensing’
is enhanced at the GRDBD binding site for linkers 7 and
15, i.e. those showing experimentally strong cooperativity,
whilst for linker 11, where cooperativity is not experimentally detected, the peak of the perturbation wave is displaced
with respect to the secondary recognition site. Therefore,
the linker size modulates the impact of the distortion signal at the secondary binding site, suggesting that protein
contacts affect not only the major groove width at the secondary binding site, but also the cross-talk between the two
binding sites, as it can be observed from the time evolution
of structural correlations during and after protein sensing
(Supplementary Figure S7).
To further validate the idea that ‘protein-sensing’ generates a wave of distortion transmitting a pulse of information to distant regions of DNA, we analysed the correlation between the groove width after 50, 100 and 200 ns of
the instantaneous insertion of BAMHI in its binding site in
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Figure 6. Top: dihedral entropy change at the interface between linker and secondary binding regions for linkers of 7, 11 and 15 bp. Bottom: DNA entropy
variation S(B)-S(A) induced by the binding of GRDBD at the secondary binding region for DNA duplexes containing 7, 11 and 15 bp linkers. Positive
values mean that entropy contributes favourably to the cooperative binding of BAMHI and GRDBD.

equilibrated DNAs. Average results in Figure 5 illustrate the
generation of a perturbation wave by ‘protein-sensing’ that
travels with a 12 and 1 turn periodicity to reach the GRDBD
binding site, confirming previous suggestions on the transient nature of the structural distortion.
The entropic origin of cooperativity
The analysis of the structural response presented above suggests that DNA acts as a wire transmitting pulses of information originated at the primary binding site that travel to
distant regions. The existence of such a mechanism of information transfer is a necessary, but not sufficient condition
for the appearance of cooperativity. So, the question is now
how these changes in the dynamics of DNA affect binding
thermodynamics. To answer this question, we first evaluate
the impact that backbone correlations (shown in Figure 4)
have in the DNA entropy. With this purpose we computed
the dihedral entropy at the interface of the linker region and
the secondary binding site for all linker sizes following the

method described by R.I. Cukier (58), which measures the
decrease of entropy arising from the dependence amongst
the dihedrals (see Supplementary Data). The results (Figure
6, top) strongly suggest that the entropic change associated
with the network of correlations at these positions depend
on the linker size, in good qualitative agreement with experimental data (Figure 6, see Supplementary Data for details).
We further processed our equilibrated MD trajectories
(see Supplementary Data) of the naked DNA, BAMHI–
DNA, GRDBD–DNA and BAMHI–DNA–GRDBD
complexes to determine the (DNA) entropy change arising
from GRDBD binding in naked DNA and when DNA is
already bound to BAMHI. From these values we can define
the entropy cooperativity as S(coop) = S(B)-S(A),
where S(A) and S(B) are the entropic variation associated to the binding of the GRDBD protein to naked or
BAMHI-bound DNA, respectively. Entropies were computed from the analysis of the mass-weighted covariance
matrix as described by Andricioaiei–Karplus (55), and to
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Figure 7. Top: net entropy transfer from each residue to the rest of the sequence, calculated for free (black line) and BAMHI–DNA (red line). Residues with
positive values of net entropy transfer are entropy sources, whilst residues with negative values are entropy sinks. Bottom: values of net entropy transfer
difference between bound and naked DNA are mapped onto the three-dimensional structure of the double helix (blue is for base pairs that are stronger
entropy sources in the presence of BAMHI and red is for base pairs that behave more like entropy acceptors when the protein is bound compared to the
free DNA).

have an additional estimate from Schlitter’s formulation
(54). To gain extra confidence on the robustness of the
results two alignment methods were used to define the
average structure, and estimates were obtained for different
time-windows, which were then combined using Harris’
extrapolation scheme (56) to obtain values extrapolated
at infinite simulation time (see Supplementary Data for
details). An example of the obtained results is summarized
in Figure 6, bottom (the results are quite robust to the
approach used to align the duplexes, to the procedure
followed to transform oscillations into entropy measures,
to the extension of the trajectory, or even through the
simulation of replicas; see Supplementary Figure S8).
Thus, as suggested by dihedral entropy measures above,
the cooperativity studied here has an entropic origin.
Very interestingly, for linkers of 7 and 15 bp, where large
cooperative effects were detected (15), we observe that the
entropy change associated to the binding of GRDBD is
significantly reduced when the DNA is previously interacting with BAMHI (leading to a positive cooperative entropy
term). On the contrary, for duplexes with an 11 bp linker
no significant entropy differences are found when binding
happens in naked or BAMHI-bound DNA, suggesting no
sizeable cooperativity, in perfect qualitative agreement with
experimental findings (15).
It is worth noting that the entropy-mediated mechanism
of cooperative binding observed herein, is also supported
by relative changes in the effective temperature computed
from atomic oscillations in the presence/absence of the first
protein (see Supplementary Figure S9). Additionally, the
CCR calculations (61–62) (see Supplementary Data and
Supplementary Figure S10) further confirm the expected
free-energy change associated to cooperativity for linkers 7

and 15, in agreement with the relative koff measured experimentally (15).
We went one step further and examined the information
transfer landscape of the naked and BAMHI-bound DNA
using Schreiber’s formulation of entropy transfer (59). This
approach allows us to find entropy sinks and sources upon
the binding of the protein to DNA, and explains how given
pairs of nucleotides from one binding site to the other communicate with each other using entropy transfer (64–67).
Thus, based on the Shannon formulation of entropy (57),
but taking into account the time delayed conditional probabilities of time series (59), we quantify the allosteric communication through the DNA (for details see Supplementary Data). Results are summarized in Figure 7 and Supplementary Figure S11 and show the entropy transfer landscape between residues of the DNA when BAMHI is bound
(Supplementary Figure S11, right), and the quite uniform
landscape of the naked DNA (Supplementary Figure S11,
left). Without the protein, only few residues in the diagonal
of the entropy map display net entropy (TNET i→j ) transfer
(the communication is local in nature), whilst for most of
the residues the information flowing in and out to the rest of
the sequence is basically the same. The binding of BAMHI
produces a drastic change, dominated by a sizeable net entropy transfer from the bp in the BAMHI bound region to
the secondary binding region (thus, in the 5 →3 direction),
which involves several bp and is clearly non-local (Figure
7).The results show that in the presence of the effector protein (BAMHI), the base pairs of its binding site are major
entropy sources for several base pairs along the sequence,
whereas base pairs in the secondary binding region specifically change their entropy transfer characteristics, becoming notable acceptors of entropy (Figure 7). Analysing the
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provenance of these changes as shown in the entropy transfer landscape of Supplementary Figure S11, the BAMHI
binding region seems to be an exceptionally strong entropy
source for the bases that bind to the GRDBD protein (Supplementary Figure S11), displaying directionality in the interactions of the two binding regions, which could be considered as an entropic switch that controls the binding of
GRDBD.
CONCLUSION
Results reported here suggest that BAMHI binding to DNA
generates a perturbation wave that travels to quite distant regions, and if the linker length is suitable, produces
a change in structural correlations between residues in the
secondary binding site. This change reduces the entropy
cost associated to the second binding. We are pointing then
to protein-induced changes in DNA-entropy as the origin of cooperativity in the explanation for BAMHI–DNA–
GRDBD binding cooperativity. This type of entropymediated allostery was previously suggested for protein–
protein interactions (21,68,69), and for the binding of small
minor groove binders to DNA (27,56), but to our knowledge, it has not been previously described at the molecular
level for DNA–protein binding. Our work also highlights
the significant information transfer between base pairs in
these systems. From the entropy transfer point of view, allosteric communication may be a general property of DNA
that should be taken into consideration. Furthermore, we
demonstrate that the knowledge of time delayed correlations and entropy transfer is needed to quantify allosteric
cross-talk through the DNA, as an alternative to the established paradigms of cooperativity and allosterism. Time
delayed events and causality analyses have only recently
started to be viewed as crucial tools for studying allosteric
communication in proteins. We now show that information transfer through DNA merits the same attention as
a mechanism to explain cooperativity. We speculate that
this entropy-mediated cooperativity can be quite general,
considering that many proteins involved in DNA recognition are too small to make significant protein–protein contacts to account for the direct readout mechanism, that in
many cases proteins do not introduce large remote structural distortions in DNA upon binding making the indirect
readout also unlikely, and that the rearrangement of solvent molecules is usually quite local in nature precluding
for most of the cases the solvent-release paradigm (70–72).
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